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System dynamics (1) 
 

“System dynamics is growing at an impressive exponential rate. 
Interest in system dynamics is spreading as people appreciate its 
unique ability to represent the real world.” (Forrester, 1994, p. 3) 

 
Background 

 

Systems Theory: Every system is bounded by 
space and time, influenced by its environment, 
defined by its structure and purpose, and 
expressed through its functioning (Wikipedia). 

 

 

System Thinking: The modern world is mind-
bogglingly complex and our traditional mode of 
problem solving doesn’t allow us to understand and 
engage with this complexity. Systems thinking asks 
us to look at the bigger picture. 

 

System Dynamics studies problems from “a very particular distance”,  
not so close as to be concerned with the action of a single individual, but not so far away  
as to be ignorant of the internal pressures in the system (Richardson, 1991). 
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System dynamics 

Definition: System dynamics is an approach to understanding the nonlinear behavior of 
complex systems over time using internal feedback loops, stocks, flows, functions and time 
delays. 

 

History 

Norbert Wiener (1940s) studied how biological, engineering, social, and economic systems 
are controlled and regulated… Cybernetics 

Jay W. Forrester (1950s) applied the principles of Cybernetics to industrial systems… 
Industrial Dynamics 

John F. Collins (1970s) and John Sterman (1980s) applied the principles of Industrial 
Dynamics to urban, business, social, and ecological types of systems… System Dynamics  

 

Basic principles 

The fundamental principle is based on the mutual interaction between different variables of 
a complex system where the driving notion evolves in every spatiotemporal transition.  

Stock-and-flow representation 

The following example illustrates the Forrester decision paradigm showing that all 
decisions are taken inside a feedback loop (Forrester, 1984). 

 

Level Variable

Input Rate Output Rate

Auxiliary Variable
Exogeneous Variable

STATE

CORRECTION

INFORMATION

DECISION
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Time delays and smoothing delays 

Forrester empirically observed that human reactions often follow a third order exponential 
time delay after two common types of simulations (pulses and steps) (Forrester, 1961; 
Popper, 1973):  

 XL1 

Smoothing 
Coefficient  

Variable X  
to be smoothed 

XL2 

XL3 

Smoothed variable X  = XL3 
 

Simulation 

From the stock-flow representation, the level differential equations will be transformed into 
finite difference equations and can be simulated by using numerical techniques like Euler, 
Runge Kutta or other. The calculation will be made gradually depending on the existing 
causal relationships then, indirectly, according to the initial conditions of the level variables 
(step-by-step calculation procedure): 

 

 

Time (t-dt) (t+dt) t 

Known  
values of   
the levels 

Calculated   
levels 

Future values 

Auxiliary variables  
values calculated  
before the levels 

Known values 
of the rates 

T(t-dt) 
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N(t) 
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Example 

The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic: simulation-based assessment of 
outbreak responses and postpeak strategies (Struben, 2020). 

A behavioral dynamic epidemic model is developed for multifaceted policy analysis 
comprising endogenous virus transmission (from severe or mild/asymptomatic cases), 
social contacts, and case testing and reporting. Calibration of the system dynamics model 
to the ongoing outbreak (31 December 2019-15 May 2020) using multiple time series data 
(reported cases and deaths, performed tests, and social interaction proxies) from six 
countries (South Korea, Germany, Italy, France, Sweden and the United States) informs an 
explanatory analysis of outbreak responses and postpeak strategies. 

 

Social-contact reduction in response to perceived outbreak severity: 
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